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Abstract
3D face reconstruction is essential for a number of applications. Most approaches are
aimed at producing accurate models and make use of high levels of control to achieve
this, such as through restricted motion, structured light, or specialist equipment. However,
there is also a considerable market for reconstructions in uncontrolled environments but
where a lower level of accuracy is acceptable, for example, in avatar generation for games.
It is this that we are trying to achieve, specifically: fast, approximate reconstruction using
multiple views from a single low-cost camera in a largely uncontrolled environment.
We present a multi-step process combining: an extended Viola-Jones face detector
and Active Appearance Models (AAM) for feature detection; Sparse Bundle Adjustment
(SBA) for reconstruction; refinement; and texture generation, to produce a high-quality 3D
model of a face. We describe the method in detail and present several visually convincing
results.
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Introduction

3D face reconstruction has many uses, for example, in face recognition, film character creation, and teleconferencing. Applications can be broadly categorised using two factors: the
required accuracy and the extent to which the environment can be controlled. Solving face
reconstruction with high accuracy and little control is a hard problem, however, compromising one for the other makes the problem more manageable. There are many methods for
reconstruction that produce accurate models and that are highly-constrained and/or require
many resources, such as laser-scanning, structured light, or multi-view stereo. Approaches
to face reconstruction in uncontrolled environments but where a lower level of accuracy is
acceptable are fewer, despite the fact that is there is potentially a considerable market for such
techniques, for example, in avatar generation for games. It is this gap that we are trying to fill,
specifically: fast, approximate reconstruction using multiple views from a single low-cost
camera in a largely uncontrolled environment.
There are several difficulties inherent in using a few, uncalibrated, low-quality views.
Being restricted to a single camera means images taken of the face will not be simultaneous
and so there is likely to be minor variation in the shape between views. Also, in many
situations the required views are produced by rotating the head, rather than the camera,
introducing further deformation. The quality of images retrieved from a low-cost camera
© 2011. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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Figure 1: A face from the IMM face database, reconstructed from three views. The left-most
images show the faces and their detected feature points. The right two show the reconstruted
mesh, without and with texture.

are often poor, suffering from low dynamic range, noise, compression artefacts, etc., as well
as being of a low resolution — although this is gradually improving as camera technology
advances and devices become cheaper. Also, due to the likely use of the system, lighting
conditions are liable to be non-ideal and changing and the direction from which the photos
are taken unknown.
There are many different approaches to face reconstruction and shape reconstruction in
general. A few examples include shape-from-shading [14, 17], model fitting [15], and space
carving [7].
One approach that encompasses similar elements to our method is the work of Breuer et
al. [2], which uses Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to detect feature points and then fits a 3D
Morphable Model (3DMM) [1] to a single view to produce a ‘plausible and photo-realistic’
model. Similar work includes that of Gu and Kanade [5]. Our method is most similar to that of
Zhang et al. [18], which uses multiple consecutive monocular views to perform triangulation
of a set of manually marked feature points and then fits a high-resolution mesh to match.
While these all produce reasonable results, they suffer from a reasonably long run-time, taking
up to several minutes — a time that may be unacceptable in many applications. In comparison,
our method is fast, taking less than a second, and requires no manual initialisation.
The rest of this paper describes the method in detail followed by presentation of results
and discussion. Figure 1 shows an example reconstruction.

2

Method

The process requires one or more images of the face from approximately known views. In
the majority of cases we use three images: one from the front and two three-quarter profiles.
Though the method does work with a single view, results are much less accurate. Note that
our system can also be run on a video sequence of a person rotating their head, automatically
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Figure 2: Overview of the face reconstruction process. I1...l are the input images, D is the
feature detection process, X1...l are the detected feature sets, R is the reconstruction step,
Y and P1...l are the reconstructed coarse model and camera information, Rf is the model
refinement stage with weights, W, as an additional input, G is the texture generation process,
and Z and T are the refined model and generated texture that are combined to produce the
final mesh.

selecting the required views.
Given multiple input images we produce a high-resolution, reconstructed 3D mesh:
I → {Y, T, f , M}, where I = {I1 , · · · , Il } is a set of l input images, Y is a reconstructed set
of n 3D vertices with triangulation f , T is a generated texture image, and M : N → R2 is
a mapping from vertex indices to texture coordinates. M and f are precomputed as they
are independent of the input images. The process has four distinct stages: face and feature
detection, model reconstruction, model refinement, and texture generation. Figure 2 shows an
overview of the process.

2.1

Feature Detection

The initial stage of the process uses Active Appearance Model (AAM) [3] to detect feature
points of the face.
First the face is detected, giving a bounding box bk = {xk , yk , wk , hk }, with a centre at
(xk , yk ) and a width and height of wk and hk respectively. An extended Viola-Jones face
detector [9, 16], which employs a boosted cascade of Haar-like features, is used to detect the
face region. The choice of detector is largely inconsequential as it is simply used to initialize
the AAM, using the mean points, X, and a learned scale α and translation (βx , βy ) relative to
the detected face rectangle,


w
0
Xk0 = αX k
+ 1([βx βy ] + [xk yk ]).
0
hk
They are then fit independently to each image using a AAM with model Mk :
Xk = AAM(Ik , Mk , Xk0 ).
We use the I1I2I3 colour space, as proposed by Ohta et al. [12], where the image channels
are strongly decorrelated. This has been shown by Ionita et al. [6] to be more effective than
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Figure 3: Upper-left shows the detected face, lower-left shows the texture recovered as part of
the AAM process, and right shows the detected features.

using a single grey channel or simple RGB. As in [4] we build a separate model for each view,
with mirrored views being considered the same. Figure 3 shows the detected feature points.
A weakness of using an AAM as a feature detector is that many of the points lie on edges
and so tend to fit to a line rather than a specific point. There is therefore not necessarily a
point-to-point correspondence between views but rather one from line-to-line. This is handled
during the reconstruction phase.
When using a video sequence the optimal views can be selected automatically by fitting
all models at each frame and using the frames that have the lowest reconstruction error for
each model. This allows a short video of a person slowly turning their head to be used rather
than having them correctly position their head for each view and then manually taking a
photograph.

2.2

Model Reconstruction

Once the feature points have been detected their 3D positions can be reconstructed. Part of
this process also involves reconstructing the parameters of the camera used to take the images.
This information is later used to refine and texture the model.
Rather than considering the images taken from a stationary camera with the head rotating,
as is the more likely case, we reconstruct the model assuming a stationary head and rotating
cameras. The two can be considered equivalent assuming the model does not change between
views. We therefore need to recover one set of intrinsic parameters and as many extrinsic as
there are views.
Given corresponding feature points in each image, Xk , we reconstruct their 3D positions, Y.
3D vertices are projected to 2D by:
Xk = Pk Y,
where Pk is a projection matrix composed as
Pk = C (Rk |tk ) .
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Figure 4: A coarse face model reconstructed from three views.

Rk , tk , and C form the standard camera and transformation matrices describing the position,
direction, and intrinsic properties of the camera.
The fitting is performed using Sparse Bundle Adjustment (SBA) [10], which is based on
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm but optimized for use when the relationship between
parameters is sparse, by minimising the reprojection error:
l

{Y, P} ≈ arg min ∑ kXk − Pk Yk.
{Y,P} k=1

The process for fitting summarised as follows:
1. Initialize the 3D model This is done by using the x and y values from a single view,
usually the frontal, and the z values from the mean head aligned to that view.
2. Initialize the intrinsic camera parameters These can be set to either likely values
or known values. It is assumed that all images are taken with the same camera with
unchanged intrinsic parameters.
3. Initialize the extrinsic camera parameters The positions and rotations of the camera
can be estimated based on the views used to train the AAMs.
4. Fit the camera parameters This is done using SBA by minimizing the reprojection
error. In many situations the intrinsic camera parameters are known and these can be
omitted from the optimization to improve accuracy.
5. Move line-points As previously mentioned, many points lie on lines and so do not
necessarily correspond between views. To overcome this we move the relevant detected
points along their lines to minimize the distance to their corresponding point when the
current model is projected into that view.
6. Fit the vertex positions Again this is done using SBA in a similar manner, optimizing
for vertex points rather than the camera parameters.
7. Repeat steps 4-6 until converged When the change between iterations falls below
some threshold. Usually only a few (< 5) iterations are required.
Figure 4 shows the reconstructed 3D positions of feature points on a face after this process.
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Figure 5: A coarse face model, Y, and subsequent refinement, Z. The mesh has gone from 64
points to 267.

2.3

Model Refinement

The reconstructed 3D model points, Y, are too few to form a useful mesh and so we fit an
existing mesh with a higher number of vertices.
This is achieved by ‘morphing’ the higher resolution model’s vertices, Z, to produce the
final set of vertices, Z. Each feature point in the model is treated as a control point for the
mesh. Each control point has a manually specified weighted influence over the rest of the
mesh that is Gaussian with distance from the control point, so nearby points are more affected
than those that are far away. This is coded as a matrix of weights that operate on the deviation
from the mean:
Z ≈ Z + W(Y − Y),
where W is n × m matrix of weights.
As an additional step we further morph the model to improve alignment of edges with
those seen in the images, in particular the jaw/cheek line. We find the vertices in the highresolution mesh that correspond to the edges and move them along their normals until they lie
on the edge when projected onto the images. Again they have a weighted influence over the
rest of the model so the entire mesh is morphed to conform to the silhouette. Figure 5 shows
the result of this refinement.

2.4

Texture Reconstruction

The face model is textured using UV-mapping, which copies triangles of texture from a
texture image to their projection positions. This can be achieved using a function such as a
piecewise-affine warp (PAW) and requires a map, M : N → R2 , from model vertex indices to
texture coordinates.
M is produced using a least squares conformal mapping [8], which tries to preserve angles
between each face, so the mapping is very good locally but scale is not preserved. It is
precomputed using the mean model vertices, Z.
During rendering, every triangle, t ∈ f , in the model is warped from its position in the
texture image, M(t), to its projection, Pk t, in the output. In order to recover the model’s
texture we do the reverse of this and produce a texture image, Tk , for each input image, Ik :
Tk = PAW(Ik , Z, f , M, Pk ).
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Figure 6: The left most images show the weightings, Wk , used when combining texture maps
from multiple views. The right image shows one such merged texture map, T .

However, we require a single texture image and so we merge these, weighted by the
cosine of the angle between the surface normal, nk (u, v), and the vector from that point on the
surface to the camera, ck (u, v):
T (u, v) =

∑lk=1 Wk (u, v)Tk (u, v)
,
∑lk=1 Wk (u, v)

where Wk (u, v) ≈ ck (u, v) · nk (u, v).
In the case that a pixel in a texture map is not visible in the corresponding view, that is the
surface is occluded or the angle between the camera and the surface normal is greater than 90
degrees, then its weight is set to be zero.
Merging images from multiple views will inevitably lead to blurring where the reconstructed model or its projection is not perfect. This is particularly noticeable along edges. As
the camera positions are known approximately beforehand, the weights can be precomputed
and manually adjusted to favour a single view in areas with strong edges, i.e., the eyes and
mouth. This can clearly be seen in figure 6.

3

Results and Discussion

Figures 1, 7, 8, and 9 show example reconstructions. Similarly to the results of Breuer et
al. [2], they are ‘plausible and photo-realistic’.
All were produced using three images of the subjects face. The Active Appearance Models
were built using 64 points and trained on the IMM face database [11]. The final meshes
have just 267 vertices, due to a commercial requirement at the time, though the system has
since been used with the Basel face model [13], which has some 50,000 vertices. The first
two reconstructions are from the IMM face database and were omitted when training. The
second two show real-life reconstructions produced in an office environment with subject
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Figure 7: A second example of a face from the IMM face database reconstructed from three
views.

unfamiliar with the system; images were chosen automatically from a short video sequence
with a resolution of 640 ×480pixels.
A quantitative evaluation of the process as a whole is currently difficult to produce as a
dataset comprising high-quality 3D reconstructions as well as multiple views in uncontrolled
conditions is required: two requirements that almost preclude each other. Such a dataset could
be produced synthetically and this is indeed planned as future work. However, the relaxed
requirements on the accuracy of the reconstructions means that an absolute comparison is of
a lesser importance than the robustness of the method and the visual quality of the results.
Indeed, Breuer et al. [2] provide a numerical result by asking several participants to visually
rate the accuracy as either very good, good, acceptable, or bad; though this approach seems
unsatisfying.
The implementation is largely unoptimised but, for example, we are achieving a subsecond run-time to reconstruct faces as in figures 8 and 9 on an Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU @
2.20 GHz with 2 GB of RAM.
There is considerable scope in the presented method for improvements through future
work, both in the individual steps and in the system as a whole. Two principal directions of
further work are:
• A weakness in fitting individual AAMs to each view is that each must be separately
trained and so the system is restricted to only accepting images from views for which it
has been built. We propose to develop a method for overcoming this by dynamically
interpolating between AAMs to produce a new model specific to each view.
• An alternative means of overcoming this issue is to move from using several 2D AAMs
to a single 3D one. This also has the advantage of removing the need for reconstructing
the 3D positions of the points, though it requires fitting the camera parameters during
the model fitting process. Consolidating the individual models would also allow the
fitting to occur simultaneously in all views and thereby potentially reducing the error.
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Figure 8: The reconstruction of a real-life head. The three views were chosen automatically
from a short video sequence captured using a webcam.
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